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Economic globalization, China’s urbanization, and the implementation of 
strategy of constructing the economic zone on western bank of Straits bring Fujian 
Real Estate into an unprecedented period of strategic opportunity in the next decade. 
However, the bubble risk of unrealistically high prices in the Real Estate, the State's 
macro-control on the property market and the vicious competition of international 
speculators also speed up a new round of reshuffle in the China's real estate industry. 
As a small and medium real estate developer, Fujian SL Real Estate Company which 
located in the capital city faces an even more fierce competition .It’s an urgent 
strategic issue to improve its own competitiveness and remain invincible in the fierce 
market competition  
With the Porter competitive strategy theory 、business process reengineering 
theory which based on the supply chain and core competence theory as its theoretical 
support, by applying an integrated approach to comparative study 、quantitative and 
qualitative analysis and questionnaires, combined with the current situation of real 
estate industry in Fuzhou, this paper is to analyze external environment and internal 
conditions of Fujian SL Real Estate Company and find out its competitive 
advantages ,basic capabilities and problems .At the same time, by drawing on the 
experiences of the successful cases of China Vanke and Haier, this paper also tries to 
provide Fujian SL Real Estate Company a series of new competitive strategies: to 
enhance core competitiveness continually、 implement specialization、 reengineer 
business process、  restructure the enterprise and come into the market 、and 
strengthen the building of enterprise culture. 
Finally, this paper points out that Fujian SL Real Estate Company should grasp 
the opportunity , take the road of professional development, make out its strategic 
plan and rules for implementation of the next decade as soon as possible, concentrate 
on the construction projects of middle and low commercial housing, affordable 
housing and low-incoming family  housing and gradually live up to the strategic 
objective “to be a professional lead-based regional real estate developer .” 
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